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Sliding Windows
Unbounded streams annot be stored loally in a DSMS, and only the reentdata items of a stream are usually of interest at any time. In general, this maybe aomplished using a time-deay model, also referred to as an amnesi orfading model.Time-deay modelA Time-deay model disounts eah item in the stream by a saling fatorthat is non-dereasing with time. Exponential and polynomial deay aretwo examples, as are window models where items within the window aregiven full onsideration and items outside the window are ignored.
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Sliding Windows
Time-deay modelsA deay funtion takes some information about the ith item and returns aweight for this item. The weight of an item an be written as a funtion of itsage a. The age a at time t > ti is simply a = t− tiExponential. f(a) = exp(−λa)Polinomial. f(a) = (a+ 1)α, α > 0Sliding Windows. Given a window size parameter W .

fW (a) =

{

1 if a < W

0 if a ≥ W
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Sliding WindowsWindows lassi�ationDiretion of movement of the endpoints. Two �xed endpoints de�ne a�xed window, two sliding endpoints (either forward or bakward,replaing old items as new items arrive) de�ne a sliding window, andone �xed endpoint and one moving endpoint (forward or bakward) de�nea landmark window.De�nition of window size: Logial, or time-based windows are de�ned interms of a time interval, whereas physial, (also known as ount-based ortuple-based) windows are de�ned in terms of the number of tuples.Moreover, partitioned windows may be de�ned by splitting a slidingwindow into groups and de�ning a separate ount-based window on eahgroup.W. PALMA DSMSs 4 / 13



Sliding WindowsWindows lassi�ationWindows within windows. In the elasti window model, the maximumwindow size is given, but queries may need to run over any smallerwindow within the boundaries of the maximum window. In the n-of-Nwindow model, the maximum window size is N tuples or time units, butany smaller window of size n and with one endpoint in ommon with thelarger window is also of interest.Window update interval. Eager updating advanes the window uponarrival of eah new tuple or expiration of an old tuple, but bathproessing (lazy updating) indues a jumping window. Note that aount-based window may be updated periodially and a time-basedwindow may be updated after some number of new tuples have arrived;these are referred to as mixed jumping windows. If the update interval islarger than the window size, then the result is a series of non-overlappingtumbling windows.W. PALMA DSMSs 5 / 13



Continuous Query Language (CQL)
�The result of a ontinuous query at time T is the result of treating the streamsup to T as relations and evaluating the query using standard relationalsemantis.�CQLCQL is an expressive SQL-based delarative language for registeringontinuous queries against streams and updatable relations.CQL is implemented in the STREAM DSMS.
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Continuous Query Language (CQL)
CQLCQL is based on three lasses of operators over streams and relations:relation-to-relation, stream-to-relation and relation-to-stream.In CQL a stream S is a possibly in�nite bag of elements 〈s, τ〉, where s isa tuple belonging to S and τ ∈ T is the timestamp of the element.A relation R is a mapping from T to a �nite but unbounded bag of tuplesbelonging to R.
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Continuous Query Language (CQL)
CQLA stream-to-relation operator takes a stream S and generates arelation R with the same shema as S, this operator is based on theonept of sliding window.A relation-to-relation operator orresponds to standard relationalalgebrai operators, it takes one or more relations R1, ...., Rn as input andgenerates a relation R as output.A relation-to-stream operator takes a relation R as input and generatesa stream S as output.
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Continuous Query Language (CQL)
CQLA window size in time units on a stream X ontains a historial snapshot of a�nite portion of the stream. An example query, omputing a join of twotimed-based windows of size 5 minutes eah is shown below.Selet Distint X.AFrom X[Range 5 min℄, Y[Range 5 min℄Where X.B=Y.BThis query ontains a stream-to-relation operator and a relation-to-relationoperator that performs projetion and dupliate elimination.
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Continuous Query Language (CQL)stream-to-relationTimed-based. In a time-based sliding window one stream S is spei�ed byfollowing the name of the stream with the Range keyword and a timeinterval enlosed in brakets. Ex.: S [Range 30 seonds℄, S [Now℄, S[Range Unbounded℄Count-based. A tuple-based window de�nes its output relation over timeby sliding a window of the last N tuples of an ordered stream.Count-based sliding windows may no tbe approriate when timestamps arenot unique. Ex.: S [Rows N℄, S [Rows Unbounded℄.Partitioned windows. A partitioned window logially partitions a streaminto di�erent substreams based on equality of the attributes of data itemsomputing a ount-based sliding window independently on eahsubstream. Ex.: S [Partition by A1 Rows 1℄.W. PALMA DSMSs 10 / 13



Continuous Query Language (CQL)
relation-to-relationAn operator that performs projetion and dupliate-elimination.Selet Distint vehileIdFrom PosSpeedStr [Range 2 min℄
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Continuous Query Language (CQL)relation-to-streamCQL has three relation-to-streams operators: Istream, Dstream, Rstream.
Istream(R) =

⋃

τ≥0
((R(τ) −R(τ − 1))× {τ}). At eah evaluation yle

Istream streams all new data items added to R.Selet Istream(*)From PosSpeedStr [Range Unbounded℄Where speed>65
Dstream(R) =

⋃

τ>0
((R(τ − 1)−R(τ))× {τ}). At eah evaluation yle

Dstream streams all the data items removed from R.
Rstream(R) =

⋃

τ>0
(R(τ) × {τ}). At eah evaluation yle Rstreamstreams all the data items at one.Selet Rstream(*)From PosSpeedStr [Now℄Where speed>65W. PALMA DSMSs 12 / 13



Continuous Query Language (CQL)STREAM ontinuous query plans
Q1:Selet B, max(A)From S1 [Rows 50000℄Group by B Q2:Selet Istream(*)From S1 [Rows 40000℄ , S2 [Range 600 seonds℄Where S1.A=S2.A
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